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whither mormon drama
look first to a theatre
we need drama that looks with clear eyes at the mormon
world while occasionally seeing beyond to celestial glory but
such a drama would require a subsidized theatre to nurture it

eric samuelsen

the history of latter day saint

involvement in the fine and
performing arts is long and distinguished while american puritanism
was almost unanimous in its rejection of the stage particularly in
new england both joseph smith and brigham young held remarkably enlightened views of dramatic art nauvoo boasted a small hall
called the fun house which was used for performances and the
nauvoos
lower room ofnauvoos
of Nauvoos masonic hall was likewise used as a stage
brigham young often mentioned church opposition to pastimes
and amusements as a distinguishing feature of the apostate protestant tradition of his youth 2 brother brigham was a great fan of the
theatre even appearing in thomas A lynes nauvoo production of
a popular melodrama of the day august von Kotze
kotzebues
bues pizzaro 1
president youngs support for the theatre led to the 1861 62 const
struction of the salt lake theatre one of the most important theaters of the period in the american west and of course church
presidents ever since have strongly supported various kinds of
youth theatre road shows pageants drama festivals and other slin
sirn
similar theatrical and quasi theatrical activities 4
given this remarkably supportive history LDS playwrights
have in recent decades begun to entertain thoughts of creating a
more substantial body of dramatic literature in fact this dream of
a mormon drama was prophesied by elder orson E whitney who
talked of the coming of a mormon shakespeare and spoke of a
dramatic literature whose top shall touch heaven 5 a prophecy
1
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which has been echoed by elder boyd K packer president
spencer W kimball 6 and others As a result a number of mormon
writers and scholars myself included have dared to share the
hope that someday we will be able to point with pride to plays of
genuine substance and interest written by and perhaps but not
mormons
Mor mons plays which unapologetically demnecessarily about cormons
onstrate the richness and profundity of the teachings of our
prophets while honestly and forthrightly exploring elements of
our culture which fall short of those teachings we hope in time to
have a drama with sufficient universality and power to become as
much a part of the canon of world drama as the plays of sophocles
shakespeare or shaw or perhaps more accurately we hope that
as the canon expands room will be found in it for plays with morWhit neys prophesy sugmonism at their center as in fact elder whitneys
whitneyt
gests with characteristic mormon optimism we have managed to
cling to the hope in the face of all existing evidence that such a
drama will someday be written and performed
at the same time when we honestly and objectively assess
the present state of mormon playwriting we must admit that we
seem to be as far as ever from realizing such a dream 1I remember
my astonishment and pride when as an undergraduate playwriting
student at brigham young university 1I attended a production of
rogergs
Rogerss fine play huebener and my dismay when I1 realized
tom rogerss
that for most of the mormon public at large the apex of our
achievement in this field was saturdays warrior when 1I joined
the faculty at brigham young university in 1992 my colleagues
pointed with pride to a recent revival of huebener while acknowledging with dismay the commercial success of the recent
videotape of saturdays Warrior 7 small wonder that a flyer advertising the 1993 conference of the association for mormon letters
suggested that someone take up the question mormon drama
whither or wither
certainly the mormon shakespeare will come in gods good
time we must have patience and we must continue to hope but
we must also begin doing what we can to prepare the way for
aliases
future genius perhaps we must serve in the role of artistic eliases
for the shakespeare who will come yet when I1 look at the question
of building a mormon drama today 1I feel a greater sense of urgency
than ever before As the church moves into greater prominence in
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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am convinced that we as a people
and a culture must begin defining ourselves dramatically
the difficulty is not 1I acknowledge that we lack dramatic and
theatrical forms that express our culture all those road shows
and pageants do serve to define us some aspects of mormon culture
have indeed produced their dramatic double but the culture such
works reveal a culture of kitsch spectacle and bombast poorly
represents either the genuine spirituality of the gospel or the kind
of profound insight into the human condition the gospel provides
surely we can do better if we do not at least make the effort 1I am
concerned that mormonism could be perceived as trivial and sentimental or worse that outsiders might view the childishness of
mormon drama as masking something genuinely oppressive 1I am
arguing for a drama educated adults can take seriously
such a drama could well include searching examinations of
mormon society plays that explore the culture while affirming
the faith by the same token one of the more significant recent
mormon plays james A bells 1993 award winning prisoner does
not directly deal with mormonism at all bells fine examination of
the lives of american prisoners in vietnam is nonetheless a mormon drama because it clearly reflects bells beliefs as a latter day
saint thus 1I am arguing for the emergence of two kinds of mormormons that deal with specifmon drama first plays written by cormons
ically mormon characters situations or issues and second plays
that do not use mormonism as subject matter but do reveal thematically
mati cally the values and ideals of their mormon authors
of course a third kind of mormon drama also exists plays
which are written by non LDS playwrights and which treat mormon themes or characters generally we ought to welcome the
searching examination of our culture and beliefs from those outside both but human nature as well as wisdom prompts us to
view such works with a humility tempered by skepticism surely
we are justified in looking at plays that attempt to define us and
seeing how well the definition fits
this question of cultural definition and the future of mormon drama becomes even more urgent when we consider the
Kush ners pulitzer
recent highly publicized success of tony kushners
kushnerz
prize winning two part epic angels in america A gay fantasia

american and world society

1I

on american themes 9
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shiblon thou art avenged

Zarahemla
welcome to zarahemla

scenes from a road production of corianton
Cori anton the play written by mormon orestes utah bean opened in the salt lake
theatre in 1902 and was presented there annually for several
years the play was a great success locally but when taken
to new york was panned by critics A flowery melodrama
Cori
anton was more pageantry than significant drama the
corianton
photographs are from a poster for a proposed movie which
was never produced courtesy special collections and manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young university
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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angels in Ame
america
ilca A case study
on the need for mormon drama
angels in america is perhaps the most celebrated american
Kush ners seven hour
play in recent memory the first half of kushners
kushnerz
marathon subtitled millennium approaches won nearly every
major award or honor available drama critics circle award a
perestroika
tony and the pulitzer prize while the second half Pere
stroika 9
generally was not as well received it likewise won the tony and
much of the criticism of the play was based on a premature and unsuccessful preview in los angeles its new york reception in
december 1993 was far more positive while it has become
axiomatic to say as robert brustein did that the two parts
together have received unanimous critical praise at every step in
their journey 10 this perception is not true a great many critics
have been ambivalent toward both plays and a few most notably
the acerbic john simon of new york and richard grenier of the
national review have been actively hostile nonetheless even
those critics who have disliked angels have agreed that angels
critical and popular success has established it as a genuine phenomenon a landmark in american theatre
the most imporgeneration1212 the biggest most intelligent most
tant play in a generation
passionate american play in recent memory
memory1313 and the most thrill114
14
ing american play in years 314
the plays success has been particularly remarkable given the
subjects with which it deals AIDS homosexuality legal and political aspects of gay rights reagan republicanism new age theology and mormonism unlike such important american plays as
ghares six degrees of separation whose two mormon charjohn guares
acters are dealt with in a perfunctory fashion 15 kushner weaves
his version of mormon history mormon theology mormon cosmology and mormon social attitudes into the essential fabric of his
play three of the plays main characters are mormon and they talk
directly about their beliefs or lack thereof one of the central
characters is an active LDS attorney whose main conflict is the
struggle between his faith and his homosexuality several key
scenes in the play take place in the LDS visitors center in new
york finally much of the plot of perestroika
Pere stroika paraphrases the
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joseph smith pamphlet a young man confused about religious
issues is visited by an angel who gives him a holy book the contents of which are intended to form the basis for his prophetic
message mormon themes and concerns make powerful dramatic
material in the hands of a skilled playwright
nevertheless Kush
kushnerz
ners cosmology is to a large degree a diskushners
tortion of LDS cosmology although the play is not anti mormon in
godmakers
the sense that say the film the God
makers is and while some
cormons to wince
scenes in the play would certainly cause most mormons
to say the least kushner treats his mormon characters compassionately and their beliefs sympathetically at the same time kushner is a self proclaimed leftist gay activist his obvious agendas and
his sometimes offensive misunderstandings of mormon theology
and culture serve as a prime exhibit of the need for a rich and perceptive mormon drama in order to grasp both the problems and
the potentials presented by this situation a basic understanding of
Kush
ners efforts and errors is needed
kushnerz
kushners
angels centers on two groups of characters living in new
york city first the play discusses the complex relationships
between three gay men prior walter the plays central prophetic
figure who has been afflicted by AIDS his lover louis ironson a
sensitive jewish intellectual who finds himself unable to deal with
the pain and mess of priors illness and yet is racked with guilt
wise cracking black nurse
when he leaves his friend and belize a wisecracking
close friend and confidant to both men the second group consists
of joe pitts an LDS attorney and conservative republican who is
struggling with his own homosexuality his wife harper a despera tely lonely mormon woman who has become a vallum addict
perately
and joes mother hannah a strong willed woman who sells her
home in salt lake and moves to new york when joe tells her of his
sexual confusion these two groups are tied together by two other
main characters one actively evil and one good first of these characters is the historical roy conn
cohn former attorney to senator
joseph mccarthy over the course of the play cohn battles and
succumbs to AIDS portrayed as an amoral monomaniacal power
grubber conn
cohn is joes mentor and friend he also becomes a
belides
lizes care the second linking character particupatient under Be
belizes
perestroika
larly in Pere
stroika is an angel who becomes a focal point of the
play as she visits both prior and hannah
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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these characters interact in a number of ways some interactions are realistically portrayed and others involve fantasy dream
states and other elements of magical realism on the mundane
level joe leaves harper and meets louis who is distraught over
having left prior joe and louis have an affair joe has a number of
scenes with roy cohn in which roy tries to persuade joe to take
a job in washington DQ
DC joe refuses because of his concern over
harpers health a concern which does not prevent his relationship with louis later belize nurses roy who has used his conAZT belize and louis steal the
tacts to acquire a personal hoard of
ofazt
ofalt
medicine and use it to nurse prior at the visitors center hannah
meets prior who has become very ill indeed and in her best
brusque sergeant major fashion nurses him back to health
other meetings and connections are less prosaic early in millennium approaches for example harper and prior meet in each
others dreams and have the following conversation
mailum
lots of mallum

its terrible

HARPER

mailum 1I take mallum
mallum
mailum

PRIOR

mormons are not supposed to be addicted to anycormons
thing im a mormon
im a homosexual
oh in my church we dont believe in homosexuals
cormons millenin my church we dont believe in mormons

HARPER

PRIOR

1.7
nium 17
17

later in this scene each has a revelation about the other
prior that harpers husband is gay harper that prior will
win be visited by an angel both of these revelations turn out to be true
like visionary quality of the play gives it
while the dream
dreamlike
much of its theatrical interest kushner is perhaps even more
appealing in his exploration of the mutual misunderstandings and
attempts at genuine communication between these flawed but
perestroika
richly human characters in Pere
stroika when prior discovers
that his formidable but loyal friend hannah is mormon she tells
him a somewhat distorted version of the joseph smith story they
then have the following conversation
PRIOR
HANNAH

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/4
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he had great need of understanding our prophet his

PRIOR

desire made prayer his prayer made an angel the
angel was real 1I believe that
1I dont and im sorry but its repellent to me so
much of what you believe

HANNAH

what do 1I believe

PRIOR

im a homosexual with AIDS I1 can just imagine what
you

HANNAH

PRIOR

no you cant imagine the things in my head you
dont make assumptions about me mister 1I wont
make them about you
perestroika
4.6
Pere stroika 46
46
fair enough

kushner creates a cast full of interesting fully fleshed out
human beings who are quite unforgettable in their humanity the
mormon characters on the other hand while perfectly rounded
cormons
are much less convincing as mormons
Mormons kushner is for example
remarkably successful in describing a close knit mutually supportive gay community in new york but he seems to discount the possibility of an equally supportive close knit support system among
mormons in new york joe and harper seem to live in a vacuum
cormons
not only their beliefs but their lives form in complete solitude joe
talks like an active member but without reference to church callmailum addicted harper is a
ings or service the depressed and mallum
compellingly drawn woman compelling yet not altogether conmormons do
vincing while 1I do not mean to suggest that lonely cormons
not exist or that loneliness is not a mormon problem for her to be
left so completely alone as kushner describes it would to put it in
the most banal of terms require that at least seven people in her
ward have not being doing their jobs bishop relief society president elders quorum president visiting teachers and home teachers of course such a thing is possible there are wards where the
organization struggles nor do I1 mean to imply that a deeply disturbed woman would be all right if only her home teachers would
visit her regularly but when harper declares that she is completely
alone that no one ever visits her she is not describing the usual
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experience of mormon communities outside the wasatch front
one wonders in fact just why kushner so strenuously avoids any
depiction of the larger mormon community
kushnerz
ners only cultural errors hannah for examkushners
these are not Kush
IDS
ple is described as an active LDS
irs woman at least active enough to
LDS visitors center but kushner also describes
be employed by the IDS
her smoking in an early scene with roy conn
cohn joe asks roy to stop
taking the lords name in vain but both joe and harper regularly
profane the name of the savior hannah sells her home on the east
bench in salt lake city for forty thousand dollars given that location and the mid eighties salt lake city real estate market a sum four
or five times that amount would be closer to reality
these errors call into question how well kushner knows mormon culture a crucial point given the remarkably subtle distortions of mormon theology that become part of his cosmology
certainly in the one scene of the play that most members of the
church would find the most difficult to take kushner blasphemes
quite knowingly in this scene a sexual encounter between joe
and louis joe wears nothing but his temple garments which he
55
Pere stroika 35
calls his second skin perestroika
3.3
33 again kushner seems to
understand mormon theology without understanding the culture
the image of the temple garment as a second skin is an insightful
one especially when equated with a lifetime of belief but what
kushner does not seem to understand is the seriousness for a mormon of any sexual encounter outside of marriage kusher misses
the significant fact that joe an endowed member of the church
has violated his covenants in his affair with louis and could very
well be excommunicated
perhaps most significantly kushner creates especially in per
es
estroika
troika in which prior encounters the angel a very peculiar and
IDS
specific cosmology for the play which echoes and distorts LDS
los docios
trine the angel gives prior a book to read and asks him to make
the book the basis of his doctrine briefly the angel tells prior that
god abandoned heaven immediately following the san francisco
earthquake of 1906 the angels have been trying unsuccessfully to
run things in gods absence and as a result humans have been
sliding gradually downward towards a final catastrophic destruction

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/4
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the angels

message to prior therefore is one of stagnation stasis
ners
kushnerz
kushners
he and through him everyone is told to stop moving Kush
heaven is more than a little tongue in cheek and in a play with so
many LDS references and connections it is difficult not to see
a kind of vestigial mormonism in the cosmology as well while
Kush
ners intention is clearly part and parcel with his political
kushnerz
kushners
agenda showing even heaven under the thrall of malign 1980s
conservatism it jibes poorly with mormon theology for one of the
remarkable differences between mormon and other christian concepts of the afterlife is precisely the mormon insistence that heaven
is not static but a place of eternal progression
even more offensive are the depictions of the angel herself
kushner seems unable to imagine heaven or heavenly beings in
any other than sexual terms every time a character in the play is
visited by the angel prior frequently and hannah once they
immediately have what kushner describes as an enormous orgasm
the angel herself is described as having multiple male and female
sex organs and heaven is portrayed as a place of ceaseless sexual
activity this echoes a typical anti mormon distortion of mormon
cosmology such distortions have of course no scriptural justification and to his credit kushner does not describe it as a mormon idea it is nonetheless disturbing to see so crude an
anti mormon theme appear in a play which claims to treat mormonism evenhandedly
in many ways angels in america is an exceptionally difficult
play for a mormon to assess but in other ways the play preaches
a remarkable compassion and forgiveness for all its flawed human
characters and ends in a note of optimism and charity priors last
line let the great work begin could very well serve as a clarion
call for LDS ideals of freedom progression and change tony kushner is a genuinely brilliant playwright and one whose intentions
seem basically benign his distortions of mormon cosmology are
all part of his larger political agenda and are not directed toward
the destruction of the church on the other hand it seems
unlikely that non mormon viewers of the play would gain any kind
of a positive appreciation of mormon theology or culture from it
indeed the plays distortions and blasphemies could seriously
damage the mission of the church
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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have not belabored this point in order to wring my hands
over Kush
ners artistic liberties or to offend by spelling out the
kushnerz
kushners
realities of this situation in some detail but only to argue that such
productions show clearly just how important is the creation of a
genuine mormon drama while 1I dont know just how much kushner has read in mormon scripture he has been exposed to at least
one mormon attempt at cultural self definition the visitors center
dioramas and his parody of one diorama skewers it precisely
lacking any more substantive mormon theatrical expression as a
frame of reference 1I am not surprised that kushner assumed that
the dioramas express mormon culture as a whole and found latter
day saints such convenient sitting ducks for his dialectic nor can
I1 blame him for not taking seriously a culture which if judged
solely on the face of existing theatrical evidence does not take
itself seriously either
to me the distortions and blasphemies of angels in america
profoundly illustrate our need for a drama that offers a counter
vision a more culturally accurate frame of reference for audiences
and playwrights both but that drama should also have a richness and subtlety to match or even surpass the talented work of
ners of today it should be a drama of genuine insight a
the Kush
kushners
kushnerz
drama that looks with clear eyes at the world while occasionally
seeing beyond to celestial glory
1I

the possibility of great mormon drama
can such a dream become reality or is great art based on
equivocation and iconoclasm does the very fervor of our religious
commitment hinder a genuine artistic expression or accomplishment certainly the makers of dioramas and pageants do so with
earnest sincerity and devotion with the very best of intentions Is
their devotion a barrier to more substantive expression
the question is an intriguing one while such jewish novelshevis singer are able to represent
bashevis
ists as chaim potok and isaac Ba
their faith and culture unapologetically without lapsing into sentimentality or dogmatism they are also not afraid to be poignant and
critical their task is not to promote judaism but to explore the
beauty and spirituality as well as the tensions and difficulties
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within jewish lives and communities drama intended to proselyte
has its place but drama by its very nature deals with the beneficially molding pressures of struggle and strife our mormon dramatists when they arrive will not write works with a direct
missionary purpose or application nor should we expect them to
do so perhaps we can find a way to balance works that serve a
valuable missionary function such as the hill cumorah pageant
with works more like that essential mormon ur drama the temple
endowment ceremony which includes chastisement conflict and
renewed commitment

the development of playwrights
in fiction and in poetry we can point to LDS works of genuine accomplishment patricia nelson limericks recent tanner
lecture at the 1994 meeting of the mormon history association
cited a remarkable and impressive flowering of mormon literature as evidence for the creation of a clear cultural identity all
expressing what she called mormon ethnicity 1611 1I find it significant however that so perceptive an observer as limerick could
point to few if any works of mormon drama to prove her point
once again drama an art form that is unusually indicative of
culture remains the poor stepchild of mormon letters and so we
must ask the question why have none of the writers who have
shown promise in drama ever progressed beyond mere potential
1I am convinced that the fault lies neither in a lack of talent nor in
an excess of religiosity rather our best writers in this field have
in my view suffered from the lack of a sustaining theatrical environment in which they could flourish
playwrights unlike composers or romantic poets tend to
develop in their middle to late thirties aside from the occasional
georg buchner there are few examples of theatrical momarts
mozarts
astounding the world as child prodigies playwrights seem to require a greater knowledge of the world and their own societies of
how human beings are likely to behave and what they are likely to
say in response to the universal travails of the human experience
than artists in other fields ibsens first masterpieces brand and
peer cynt
gynt were written when he was thirty seven and thirty eight
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years old his great prose dramas beginning with dolls house
were the products of a man in his fifties chekhov wrote the seagull at thirty six and shaw wrote his first play widowers houses
when he was thirty six as well 17 playwrights who produced their
first masterpieces after the age of thirty include strindberg arthur
re shakespeare
miller tennessee williams eugene oneill molii
moliere
kolii
and even aeschylus sophocles and euripedes apparently the
crucial period in the development of a playwright is the years from
the age of eighteen to thirty five mature playwriting follows
in the playwriting program of brigham young universitys
department of theatre and film we see a constant stream of young
writers who show tremendous promise in their early twenties I1
assume the same is true of LDS students at other universities but
when we look at their subsequent careers we find they turn to
writing novels or movie scripts if they are lucky while most pursue
other walks of life the environment we have tried to create at BYU
has no corollary outside our program while we can provide playwrights with a fairly rigorous theatrical education we cannot provide career opportunities for them following graduation and no
outlets exist with professional actors and directors capable of or
interested in communicating the mature vision of a major mormon
playwright while remunerating such an artist sufficiently for him or
her to survive those few LDS playwrights who have attempted
careers in this difficult field neil labute elizabeth hansen julie
boxx boyle tim slover susan lewis would all 1I think attest to
just how difficult mere professional survival has been and just how
many professional compromises have been necessary

great drama emerges from theatre
what such playwrights need is a theater the great eras of the
worlds dramatic literature have tended to come after the establishment of theaters and theatre companies sufficiently robust to
lishment
support them further those theaters have always been subsidized
underwritten or politically supto some degree either financially underwritten
ported and the reality is that the need for such subsidies is
greater now than ever in short we will never develop a satisfying
mormon drama until we have established and supported a theater
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from which such drama might emerge the mormon shakespeare
needs a mormon globe
this point has ample support from theatre history I1 have
mentioned shakespeare but similarly can we imagine marlowe
without the rose can we think of shaw without archer grein
and the independent theatre would moliere have been possible
without the hotel de bourgogne would eugene oneill have
emerged apart from the provincetown
Province town players can we think of
synge and mcasey
ocasey without the abbey theatre chekhov without
the moscow art theatre even today the lifeblood of the american
theatre is such developmental theaters as new dramatists or playwrights horizons or the eureka which have been instrumental in
nurturing and supporting such outstanding contemporary playwrights as wendy wasserstein august wilson terence mcnally
and kushner
As we seek historical blueprints for our own efforts three
great theaters seem to me to be particularly instructive den
norske scene ibsens theater in bergen norway the abbey the
irish theater of the early part of this century and the moscow art
theatre all these theatre movements came from societies which
seem strikingly similar to mormon society of today each of these
explosions of dramatic significance was the product of what had
been regarded as a cultural backwater each came from an area
and culture from which a renaissance must have seemed most
unlikely in each of these periods of dramatic achievement the
major artists quite specifically and intentionally sought to explore
and represent their own cultural heritage just as our mormon
self consciousness must certainly find expression in our drama
such writers as ibsen chekhov and synge wrote plays of universal appeal and truthfulness that is why we continue to study them
today yet each did so within the confines of very specific cultural
matrices and in each of these eras the playwrights of consequence were the products of theaters specifically created with
the intention of encouraging them
to a very large degree the establishment of those theaters
represented something of a leap of faith when frank fay william
butler yeats and augusta gregory established the abbey they did
ocasey would
so in the hope that such playwrights as synge and mcasey
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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emerge as in fact happened by the same token nemirovich
danchenko and stanislavsky hoped their art theatre would
attract talented young playwrights such as eventually emerged in
the persons of chekhov and gorky chekhov had decided to give
up playwriting altogether when the seagull failed in an 1896 proAlexand rinsky theatre in st petersduction by the mainstream alexandrinsky
burg but his career revived with his storied partnership with the
moscow art theatre
both the moscow art theatre and the abbey were equally fortunate financially the abbey of course succeeded only because
of the largess of the wealthy and eccentric A E horniman by the
same token the moscow art theatre was saved by the generosity
saga morozov and other wealthy patrons while both the abbey
sawa
of savva
and the MAT were intended as financial ventures and the hope was
that both would become economically self supporting the fact
remains that both theaters received significant patronage in their
early years and survive today through state subsidies
ibsen strikes me as the exception that proves the rule
although he did not write for any specific theater during his
mature period his primary source of income throughout his life
was the sale of his plays as books he was sponsored and supported as a young writer 18 ibsen would almost certainly have been
condemned to the life of an obscure country doctor or university
pedant without the fortuitous intervention in 1851 of an eccentric
self taught violin virtuoso ole bull bull became obsessed with the
idea of establishing a norwegian national theatre free from the pervasive influence of danish culture and language and decided on
the scantiest of evidence that the young ibsen was just the man
to serve as artistic director bull founded his theater and shortly
thereafter lost interest in it moved to the united states and
attempted to found a quasi religious communal society with himself as prophet and mayor nonetheless bulls money and other
private donations kept the theater solvent and ibsen spent the
next six years learning his craft as a writer and director both of
the main ibsen biographers halfdan koht and michael meyer agree
that it is nearly impossible to imagine ibsens success as a playwright in later years without the experience he gained as a young
man in bulls theater 19 during the crucial years of his development
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/4
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as a writer he was employed as a playwright and director

he was

able to make ends meet while perfecting his craft
of course the idea that mormonism might produce playwrights of the quality of ibsen synge or chekhov seems arrogant
or preposterous today but could the impartial theatrical observer
of 1870 have possibly predicted the course of the subsequent half
century of dramatic history could it have seemed likely the
sanges youth would ever
exhausted and impoverished ireland of synges
have mustered the resources for any real theatrical achievement
given the brutal czarist censorship of Rus
dussias
sias previous half cenrussias
tury who would have imagined the moscow art theatre would
transform the worlds theatrical practice when ibsen wrote cati
une
line and submitted it to the christiania theatre in 1850 it was the
first new play that theater had received from a norwegian in eight
years could anyone have foreseen that the author of cariline
Ca tiline
catiline
would today be lauded as the father of modem
modern drama I1 would like
to believe mormon drama may be standing on a similar threshold
while theatrical practice has changed a great deal in the past
hundred years the change is towards heterogeneity developmentheatres
tal theartres
theatres and theartres
the atres of cultural self definition with an explosion of hispanic theatre companies african american troupes and
other theaters serving an increasingly diverse theatergoing
theater going community while these theartres
theatres
the atres often appear in their infancy somewhat narrow in focus and strategy they often not only move into
but redefine the mainstream as they mature there is no reason
why mormon drama cannot do likewise
for all these reasons and more it is evident that if there ever
is to be a mormon drama the members of the church and especially those of some means must consider the need for a mormon
theatre specifically there needs to be a professional repertory theatre company charged with the task of discovering and nurturing
new playwrights capable of supporting the best and most creative
of our theatre artists and dedicated above all else to furthering a
mature mormon drama certainly no mormon drama or any
drama of cultural self definition can ever arise from the present
commercial theatrical establishment either in utah or elsewhere
utahs only professional repertory theatre company pioneer
memorial theatre has received grants from the LDS foundation for
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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years as have most other arts organizations in the state yet pioneer
memorial theatre has never produced any plays of significance
dealing with mormon culture or society or indeed any original
scripts other than adaptations of classics even the justly revered
hale center theatre has done only three plays in its history dealing with mormon topics drama of lasting quality cannot come
from even the most dedicated amateur theatrical ventures such a
drama only comes from a professional theatre dedicated to discovering it 020
Is such a theatre really necessary shouldnt we simply hope
that playwrights who happen to be mormon will write such fine
plays that playhouses throughout the world will want to do them
such a dream is a worthy one it is also hopelessly naive great
plays and great playwrights simply do not rise out of a vacuum
most contemporary plays in fact nearly all contemporary theatrical successes are either commissioned by a theater or come
out of playwriting workshops sponsored by theaters
ners angels in america provides an outstanding
again Kush
kushners
kushnerz
example of the kind of nurturing an outstanding but previously
unknown contemporary playwright requires kushner first work
shopped the play at the new york theatre workshop then at the
center theatre groupmark
Group Mark taper forum in 1990 it was subsequently performed at the eureka theatre company the british
national theatre and at the mark taper forum prior to its broadway opening along the way kushner received grants from the
national endowment for the arts the gerbode foundation and
the fund for new american plays 21 this is the gestational process
of a new play not just long hours spent hunched over a word
processor but equally long days workshopping
work shopping in small theatre
groups funded by grants
O

film can emerge from successful drama
in addition to its stage success one hears persistent rumors
fihn version of
that the noted director robert altman is planning a film
angels whether or not the altman film project succeeds the very
fact that it is being discussed at all indicates the way in which a
successful stage play can transfer to other media film or video
that might reach broader audiences
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/4
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another possible model for a mormon theatre might found
in the work of the famous swedish director ingmar bergman
bergman began his work as a theatre director and playwright at
the royal dramatic theatre in stockholm popularly known as dra
Dra maten and then used the
maten he staged his own works at dramaten
summer months to direct those same works again as films using
the Dra
maten company of actors in both projects I1 can see many
dramaten
advantages to this approach including the ability to work with an
acting troupe with a cohesive sense of ensemble the ability to polish material out in one medium before transferring it to another
the relatively low cost of failure on stage as opposed to film and the
fact that a successful play will have already created an audience for
a subsequent video or film 22
theatre is a literary art form built on the spoken word film is a
visual art form built on the moving image film therefore provides
a very poor platform for the creation of dramatic literature of genuine
merit it tends not to lend itself to a very writer friendly environment
and the reality is that film tends to be prohibitively expensive which
makes the cost of a single failure enormous on the other hand 1I
believe that a successful theatre company can lay a solid and impressive foundation for later successes in film
fihn andor video

creating a mormon theatre
cannot the universities provide such support could not a
mormon drama arise from professors or students at BYU the university of utah utah state university or many other campuses I1
think it unlikely I1 do not mean to imply universities in our community can do nothing to foster such a drama on the contrary 1I
believe they can and ought to do a great deal but university support can take a play only a certain distance nor do 1I believe that
our great writer when he or she emerges will be either a student
or university faculty member teaching is a full time job and my
experience has been that even in the best of times it is difficult for
anyone at a university to spend more than two or three hours a day
playwriting and those hours are usually stolen from family and
religious responsibilities in the evenings at times when would be
writers are hardly at the peak of their artistic powers
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am quite aware the creation of such a theater involves a
certain leap of faith but 1I am not invoking the image of field of
dreams if you build it they will come rather history convinces me that if we do not build it they will not come 1I fully
anticipate that starting such a theater will involve a great deal of
difficulty require enormous dedication and entail considerable
sacrifice and 1I do acknowledge that the financial support for the
establishment of a theater must remain a formidable obstacle
william J baumol and william G bowens 1967 book the perdilemma13
dilemma2
Dilemma213 harold vogels more
forming arts the economic dilemmas
1I

24
and parEconomics
recent studies of entertainment industry economics24
25 suggest
proposalfor
theatre25
ticularly
a
ticularly wallace caces
national
jor
Propos
daces proposal
theatre
for
alfor
that even the most prosperous and successful repertory theaters
require an annual subsidy of 50 75 percent of their annual budgets beyond the initial cost of construction As baumol and bowen
twenty five years ago
conclude in their ground breaking study twentyfive
the economic pressures which beset the arts are not temporary they are chronic if things are left to themselves deficits are
likely to grow any group which undertakes to support the arts can
wili
wiil increase
win
expect no respite the demands upon its resources will
now and for the foreseeable future 26
time has confirmed these conclusions yet how can mormon
LDS foundation a philantheatre find such subsidies while the IDS
thropic arm of the church gives grants to several art organizations
in the salt lake city area these monies are limited and direct financial support from the church is not likely at the same time hardly
a general conference goes by without some expression of general
authorities concern about the deleterious effects of the images and
ideas of pop culture on this score the concerns of the general
authorities and the concerns of the serious mormon artistic community are not as far apart as they might seem on the surface
finally a theatre is more than just a building and an acting
troupe A theatre is an audience seemingly there always exists a
theatre audience hungry for modestly priced family entertainment the question is whether an audience exists for a drama that
would inevitably treat challenging or difficult subjects or take an
un sentimentalized view of mormon history and society effort will
be needed to build an audience that will tolerate even applaud
such challenges
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how can we build this audience first we must establish a
theoretical basis for such a theatre and state it in terms accessible
to the mormon reading public numerous books are published
providing a gospel perspective on managing ones personal
finances or food storage little if any writing attempts to find a
basis in scripture for a mormon aesthetic even so basic a topic as
protecting ones family from the bad effects of bad television has
seen little scholarly or informed discussion
second of course mormon playwrights will need to stretch
the boundaries of audience understanding without exceeding the
limits of audience acceptability such playwriting might not result
in the mormon hamlet it may however result in a mormon cam
bbases
aliases all true
byses
Gorba duc or spanish tragedy dramatic eliases
YSes gorbaduc
learning usually involves a degree of discomfort being corrected
by a piano teacher unlearning bad habits or admitting prior ignorance even joseph smith had to first learn that the churches of his
youth were wrong mormon playwrights too as they build an
audience must make room for tough minded challenging works
and not shy away from inevitable controversy at the same time
they also need to combine both faith and talent and give no quarter for the impression that mormon artists are by nature rebellious
at odds with the authorities of the church the fact remains that
mormon novelists essayists or poets can generally push the
boundaries of audience acceptability far further than playwrights
can for as a popular art form drama cannot offend too greatly and
11

still survive

language and subject matter will be two major pitfalls the
mormon audience has a strong language taboo even relatively mild
profanity and obscenity are disproportionately disturbing to the
mormon public while 1I have enormous admiration for such forthright contemporary playwrights as david mamet and sam shepherd
and while obscenity can sometimes serve a legitimate artistic purpose artists must acknowledge audience concerns thus the use
of language solely to shock sets back the cause of mormon drama
as a whole likewise plays that attack or question official church
doctrines are at odds with the objectives of a mormon theatre certainly mormon playwrights can and ought to deal with tough or
controversial cultural subjects for example a play dealing with the
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plight of battered mormon women strikes me as responsible and
engaging 1I would welcome plays discussing suicides among utah
cormons seem to have for being taken
teens the odd propensity mormons
in by con artists the crowded condition of utah public schools or
the challenges faced by isolated LDS youth in a non mormon high
school the struggles of the single parent latter day saint or the older
single adult even the issue tony kushner explored the wrenching dilemma of a mormon homosexual these all strike me as remarkably rich and promising topics for dramatization but if charity
markably
is the guiding value then even these topics need to be handled
with sensitivity to audience concerns
the dream of a mormon drama must be realized step by step
bine
line upon fine
line if that dream is to become a reality we must do
more than simply write plays sponsor contests or deliver
papers although those are helpful steps efforts must first be concentrated
cent rated on the immediate task at hand the building of an audience the building of a theatre years from now when a mormon
drama does arise it will not only articulate but also constructively
transform mormon culture it will be a drama of prophetic power
and courage if a mormon drama is not created within the household of faith the dramatic role of mormonism will remain a bit
part oddly cast on the stages of strangers and foreigners
eric samuelsen is assistant professor of theatre and film at brigham young univer
sity
versity
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